
HUMBLE HEART

TRUTH ROCKS!

monsters of The Mind
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LYING LOOPA2

CYBER CYBOO5

STEREOTYPING SORGA3

GOSSIPING GULZO4

FURIOUS FURGUS6

H
ave you met any monsters of the mind lately?  
Sometimes, when you least expect it, unkind thoughts 
can sneak into your brain, like creepy creatures. You 

might see someone who looks or sounds different from you 
and think, “Ew, he’s weird!” or “Yikes! I’m staying away.” 

Prejudice lurks all around us. We can pick it up from 
the media or from the words and actions of others. Even 

when we want to be fair and friendly to everyone, those 
nasty notions may catch us off guard.  

How do you banish monstrous thoughts? Make friends 
with people who come from diverse cultures or who have 
different interests. You have the power to tame the monsters 
in your head. So stand up to their scary scowls—and make 
them scatter. 

Don’t cross my path,  
or I’ll explode!
You’ll hate my toxic 
anger mode.

CRUEL CRAMMO8
Ah-ha-ha-ha! Some 
call me cruel.
But I just want to 
rule at school.

BULLYING BONZO7
I get my kicks from 
taunts and teases,
Like, “You’re weird 
and have diseases!”

I’m vicious in  
e-mail or text.
Just watch out, or 
you will be next!

Tell the truth? 
That’s just for fools.
It’s fine with me to 
break the rules.

BOASTING BORKA1
Don’t you know 
that I’m the best?
I always rule 
above the rest.

I know just by looking 
if you will be cool
Or stupid or smart or my 
best friend at school.

I tell my tales  
to any ear.
I relish spreading 
pain and fear.

ANSWERS ON PAGE 28 More monsters at www.brilliantstarmagazine.org/ 
uploads/play/pdf-play/Misc_Monsters_MJ11.pdf

More

These monsters want to read up on stopping prejudice and negativity. Connect each one with the book that will help. 
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